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a b s t r a c t 

In this work we explore the capability of audiovisual prosodic features (such as fundamental frequency, 

head motion or facial expressions) to discriminate among different dramatic attitudes. We extract the 

audiovisual parameters from an acted corpus of attitudes and structure them as frame, syllable and 

sentence-level features. Using Linear Discriminant Analysis classifiers, we show that prosodic features 

present a higher discriminating rate at sentence-level. This finding is confirmed by the perceptual evalu- 

ation results of audio and/or visual stimuli obtained from the recorded attitudes. 

© 2017 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 

Attitudes refer to the expression of social affects and present

acoustic and visual manifestations which are linked to conventions

and cultural behaviors ( Scherer, 1986 ). Thus, attitudes differ from

basic emotional expressions, which may be seen as more sponta-

neous and universal expressions ( Scherer et al., 1979; Scherer and

Wallbott, 1994 ). 

The study of audiovisual parameters which encode the paralin-

guistic content of speech plays an essential role in improving the

recognition and synthesis of expressive audiovisual speech. To this

goal, there has been a great amount of work on the analysis and

modeling of features which are found to help in the discrimination

between expressive styles. Audiovisual features such as voice qual-

ity ( Monzo et al., 2007 ), acoustic prosodic features (F0, rhythm, en-

ergy) ( Morlec et al., 2001; Iriondo et al., 2007; Mixdorff et al., 2015 ),

head motion ( Busso et al., 2007 ) and facial expressions ( Davis et al.,

2015 ), have proven to be efficient in discriminating between basic

emotions, attitudes or speaker identity. 

While recognition of emotion, psycho-physiological state or co-

verbal activities (drinking, eating, etc) is largely based on signal-

based data mining and deep learning with features collected with
∗ Corresponding author. 
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 sliding window over multimodal frames, early studies on the

xpression of verbal attitudes have proposed that speakers use

lobal prosodic patterns to convey an attitude ( Fónagy et al., 1983;

olinger, 1989 ). These patterns are supposed to be anchored on

he discourse and its linguistic structure, rather than encoded inde-

endently on parallel multimodal features. We recently evidenced

he relevance of such patterns in facial displays ( Barbulescu et al.,

015 ). 

The main aim of this work is to further explore the effec-

iveness of using audiovisual features at different structural levels

o discriminate among expressive styles. We thus compare below

he discrimination between attitudes at different structural levels

frame, syllable and sentence) and with different acoustic and vi-

ual features in order to evaluate the importance of the position-

ng of discriminant audiovisual events within the utterance. To that

urpose, we performed a series of Linear Discriminant Analyses

LDA) on an expressive corpus of dramatic attitudes. In line with

riondo et al. (2009) who used the results of a subjective test to

efine an expressive dataset, we compare our best classification re-

ults with perceptual evaluation tests for the set of attitudes which

re best discriminated. 

The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 presents ap-

roaches in related studies, Section 3 presents our corpus of atti-

udes and the extraction of audiovisual features. Section 4 presents

he experiments we carried out for automatic classification and

ection 5 presents the perceptual evaluation and comparison tech-

iques, followed by conclusions in Section 6 . 

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.specom.2017.07.003
http://www.ScienceDirect.com
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/specom
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mailto:barbulescu.adela@gmail.com
mailto:remi.ronfard@inria.fr
mailto:gerard.bailly@gipsa-lab.fr
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.specom.2017.07.003
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Table 1 
Datasets for affect recognition systems. 

# subjects # samples Data type Speech & 
# sentences 

Categories Spontaneity 

BIWI Fanelli et al. (2010) 14 1109 3D face & video Yes - 40 11 affective labels acted 
4D Cardiff Vandeventer et al. (2015) 4 N/A 3D face & video Yes - N/A 10 expressions spontaneous 
MPI facial expressions Kaulard et al. 

(2012) 
6 N/A 3D face N/A 55 expressions acted 

Bosphorus Savran et al. (2008) 105 4652 3D face (static) N/A 37 expressions (action units, 
basic emotions) 

acted 

CK + Lucey et al. (2010) 123 593 video N/A 23 expressions (action units, 
combinations) 

posed and non-posed 

CAM3D Mahmoud et al. (2011) 7 108 3D face & torso Yes - N/A 12 mental states spontaneous 
Mind Reading Baron-Cohen (2003) 6 N/A video Yes - N/A 412 emotions in 24 categories acted 
IEMOCAP Busso et al. (2008) 10 N/A 3D face & torso N/A 8 emotions acted and spontaneous 
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. Related work 

Although recent years have brought a substantial progress in

he field of affective com puting ( Zeng et al., 2009 ), the develop-

ent of emotion-modeling systems strongly depends on available

ffective corpora. As training and evaluation of algorithms require

 great amount of data which is hard to collect, publicly available

atasets represent a bottleneck for research in this field. Moreover,

he majority of available datasets are limited to the six basic emo-

ion categories proposed by Ekman and Friesen (1971) and include

appiness, sadness, fear, anger, disgust, and/or surprise. 

Databases containing affective data can be categorized under

everal criteria: data types used (2D or 3D visual data, speech),

pontaneity (naturalistic, artificially induced or posed by profes-

ional actors or not), affective state categorization (emotion, atti-

udes etc). Audiovisual recording is obviously more expensive and

ime-consuming than audio-only recording. This is proven by the

omparative amounts of publicly available audio and audiovisual

atasets. For instance, the Interspeech Computational Paralinguis-

ic Challenge 1 provides audio data from a high diversity of speak-

rs and different languages, such as (non-native) English, Spanish,

nd German. 

A comprehensive overview of the existing audiovisual corpora

an be obtained from Cowie et al. (2005) ; Zeng et al. (2009) .

able 1 presents a set of expressive datasets which are most rel-

vant to our work. The works listed in the table present publicly

vailable data that are used in several research topics: analysis, af-

ective recognition, expressive performance generation, audiovisual

onversion etc. IEMOCAP Busso et al. (2008) and CAM3D Mahmoud

t al. (2011) contain motion capture data of the face and upper-

ody posture from spontaneous performances. Large data variabil-

ty is presented by Savran et al. (2008) and CK+ ( Lucey et al., 2010 )

s they include more than 100 subjects posing over 20 expres-

ions each, in the shape of action units and combinations. Another

mportant work is the Mind Reading dataset ( Baron-Cohen, 2003 )

hich includes video recordings of 412 expressive states classified

nder 24 main categories. While they serve as valuable references

or the expressive taxonomy, these datasets often do not contain

udio data. To our knowledge, the only publicly available affective

atasets that include 3D data and speech are the BIWI, CAM 3D

nd 4D Cardiff corpora. Although the expressive categories con-

ained extend the set of basic emotions, only a few present conver-

ational potential (thinking, confused, frustrated, confidence). Most

mportantly, the sentences used in the datasets do not present a

igh variability or a systematic variation of syllable lengths. 

Using data collected from such databases, a large amount

f studies have been conducted for the analysis of audiovisual

rosody. Swerts and Krahmer (2010) present a detailed overview
1 http://compare.openaudio.eu/ . 

p  

w  
f studies carried out on audiovisual prosody. One aspect of this

esearch relates directly to the communication functions that were

raditionally attributed to auditory prosody: prominence, focus,

hrasing. Analysis on head nods, eye blinks, eyebrows movement

howed that these visual cues present a high influence on word

rominence ( Pelachaud et al., 1996; Granström et al., 2002; Cvejic

t al., 2010 ). Other areas of study include emotion, attitude and

odality. Busso et al. (2004) analyzed different combinations of

coustic information and facial expressions to classify a set of 4

asic emotions. The results showed that the acoustic and visual in-

ormation are complementary. Improved results were also obtained

y considering sentence-level features, especially for visual data.

n Busso et al. (2007) authors performed statistical measures on

n audiovisual database, revealing characteristic patterns in emo-

ional head motion sequences. Ouni et al. (2016) analyze the acous-

ic (F0, energy, duration) and 3D visual data (facial expressions)

aptured by an actor performing 6 basic emotions. While no uni-

ersal feature is found to discriminate between all the emotions, a

ew observations are noted: anger, joy, fear and surprise have sim-

lar speech rates, the facial movements are more important for joy,

urprise and anger. 

The expression of attitudes is highly dependent on the stud-

ed language. The following works focus on the study of at-

itudes and/or generation of prosody (intonation): Morlec et al.

2001) (French), Mac et al. (2012) (Vietnamese), De Moraes et al.

2010) (Brazilian Portuguese), Hnemann et al. (2015) (German).

owever, the datasets recorded for these studies are not publicly

vailable and do not feature 3D data. De Moraes et al. (2010) con-

ucted a perceptual analysis of audiovisual prosody for Brazilian

ortuguese using video data recorded by two speakers. They stud-

ed 12 attitudes categorized as social (arrogance, authority, con-

empt, irritation, politeness and seduction), propositional (doubt,

rony, incredulity, obviousness and surprise) and assertion (neu-

ral). An attitude recognition test showed the following: the differ-

nce in perception between the two speakers for certain attitudes

uch as the different strategies developed for irony and seduction,

ifferent dominant modality such as one speaker is better recog-

ized in audio while the other in video, better overall recognition

ates for audio-video among all modalities, the propositional and

ocial attitudes show different perceptual behaviors. Another work

n perception of audiovisual attitudes is focused on the expression

f 16 social and/or propositional attitudes in German. Hönemann

t al. (2014) perform a set of attitude recognition tests. While the

bservations are valuable, these studies focus on the perceptual re-

ults of attitude recognition tests and do not carry out a complete

nalysis, including facial features and voice parameters. 

To our knowledge, there are no extensive studies of the cor-

elation between acoustic features and nonverbal gestures for the

roduction of a large set of complex attitudes. Except for a few

orks related to modalities, such as interrogation ( Srinivasan and

http://compare.openaudio.eu/
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Table 2 
Presentation of chosen attitudes: category, subgroup and definition are shown as they appear in Mind Reading ( Baron-Cohen, 2003 ). 

Category Subgroup Our labels Abbr. Definition 

Kind Comforting Comforting CF Making people feel less worried, unhappy or insecure 
Fond Liking Tender TE Finding something appealing and pleasant; being fond of something 
Romantic Seductive Seductive SE Physically attractive 
Interested Fascinated Fascinated FA Very curious about and interested in something that you find impressive 
Thinking Thoughtful Thinking TH Thinking deeply or seriously about something 
Disbelieving Incredulous Doubtful DO Unwilling or unable to believe something 
Unfriendly Sarcastic Ironic IR Using words to convey a meaning that is the opposite of its literal meaning 
Surprised Scandalized Scandalized SC Shocked or offended by someone else’s improper behavior 
Hurt Confronted Confronted CO Approached in a critical or threatening way 
Sorry Embarrassed Embarrassed EM Worried about what other people will think of you 

Fig. 1. Examples of the 10 attitudes interpreted by the two actors in our data set. 
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Massaro, 2003; Cvejic et al., 2010; Sendra et al., 2013 ), there is no

qualitative analysis dedicated to the dynamics of visual prosodic

contours of attitudes. We designed and recorded an expressive cor-

pus consisting of attitudes performed by two French speakers. The

corpus is designed to include sentences of varied sizes to allow

our exploration of discriminating audiovisual features at different

structural levels. The data gathered consists both in audio, video

and 3D motion capture of the recorded performances. The follow-

ing section describes the recording process. 

3. Corpus of dramatic attitudes 

We designed and recorded an acted corpus of ”pure” social at-

titudes, i.e. isolated sentences carrying only one attitude over the

entire utterance. 

Selected text . We extracted the sentences for our database from

a French translation of the play “Round dance” by Arthur Schnitzler

Schnitzler (2009) . The text is represented by 35 sentences (with a

distribution of number of syllables spanning between 1 and 21). 

Selected attitudes . We selected a subset of 10 attitudes from

Baron-Cohen’s Mind Reading project ( Baron-Cohen, 2003 ). The

source taxonomy proposed by Baron-Cohen comprises a total of

412 attitudes grouped under 24 main categories, each comprising

several layers of sub-expressions. The attitude choice was made in

collaboration with a theater director, such that the attitudes were

compatible with the selected text. Table 2 contains the list of atti-

tudes we decided to analyze for this study. Typical facial displays

of these attitudes are illustrated in Fig. 1 . 

Recordings . The synchronized recording of voice signals and

motion was done using the commercial system Faceshift® ( http://

www.faceshift.com/ ) with a short-range Kinect camera and a Lava-

lier microphone. Faceshift enables the creation of a customized

user profile consisting of a 3D face mesh and an expression model

characterized by a set of predefined blendshapes that correspond

to facial expressions (smile, eye blink, brows up, jaw open etc).

Faceshift also outputs estimations of the head motion and gaze

direction. The sentences were recorded by two semi-professional

actors under the guidance of a theater director. The two actors

recorded the 35 sentences uttered first in a neutral, “flat” style,
hen with each of the selected 10 attitudes. This technique called

exercises in style” is inspired by Queneau (2013) who uses this

ethod of retelling the same story in 99 different styles to train

omedians. 

The recording session began with an intensive training of the

ctors, which consisted in fully understanding the interpreted at-

itudes and developing the ability to dissociate the affective state

rom the meanings of the sentences. Actors were also instructed

o maintain a constant voice modulation, specific for each attitude,

hroughout uttering the entire set of 35 sentences. The actors per-

ormed as if they addressed a person standing in front of them.

hey did not receive any instructions related to gestural behaviors.

 perceptual screening was carried out during the recordings by

he theater director and an assistant. If needed, certain utterances

ere repeated. 

Annotation . All utterances were automatically aligned with

heir phonetic transcription obtained by an automatic text-to-

peech phonetizer ( Bailly et al., 1991 ). The linguistic analysis (part-

f-speech tagging, syllabation), the phonetic annotation and the

utomatic estimation of melody were further corrected by hand

sing a speech analysis software ( Boersma, 2002 ). The manual ver-

fication of melodic contours represented an extensive effort due

o the large amount of data recorded (a total of 3 h of speech). 

. Data analysis 

This section presents the analysis of the recorded data: feature

xtraction, stylization and discriminant analysis. 

.1. Feature extraction 

There has been a great amount of work on the analysis of fea-

ures which are found to help in the discrimination between ex-

ressive styles. Along with voice pitch (melody), energy, syllable

uration and spectrum, we include gestural data: head and eye

ovements and facial expressions. 

Fundamental frequency . As mentioned in the previous section,

elody was obtained by automatic phonetic aligning followed by

http://www.faceshift.com/
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Fig. 2. Mean and standard blinking intervals for the two actors. Note that attitudes 
such as fascinated, tender and scandalized present higher blinking intervals. 
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anual verification using Praat ( Boersma, 2002 ). Therefore, we ob-

ained reliable F 0 contours which we further normalized and then

onverted to semitones. 

f 0 re f = 

{
210 Hz, if female 
110 Hz, if male 

(1) 

 0 [ tone ] = 
240 

log 2 
log 

F 0 [ Hz] 

F re f 
(2) 

here F ref represents the speaker’s register (210 Hz for the female

peaker and 110 Hz for the male speaker). The resulting F 0 contours

re comparable across speakers. 

Rhythm . For rhythm we used a duration model ( Campbell,

992; Bailly and Holm, 2005 ) where syllable lengthening/

hortening is characterized with a unique z-score model applied to

og-durations of all constitutive segments of the syllable. We com-

ute a coefficient of lengthening/shortening C corresponding to the

eviation of the syllable duration � relative to an expected dura-

ion �′ : 

 = 
� − �′ 

�′ (3) 

′ = (1 − r) ·
∑ 

i 

¯d p i + r · D (4) 

here i is the phoneme index within the syllable, ¯d p i is the av-

rage duration of phoneme i, D is the average syllabic duration

 = 190ms here) and r is a weighting factor for isochronicity ( = 0.6

ere). We note C as the rhythm coefficient which is computed for

very syllable in all sentences in the corpus. 

Energy . Energy is extracted at phone-level and computed as

ean energy (dB): 

nergy [ dB ] = 10 ∗ log10 

( ∑ | y | 
i =1 y 

2 
i 

| y | 

) 

(5) 

here y is the acoustic signal segment with the length | y |. 

Spectrum . The spectrum is extracted using the vocoder

TRAIGHT ( Kawahara, 2006 ) which returns the voice spectra, ape-

iodicities and fundamental frequency. We use 24 mel-cepstral co-

fficients, from the 2 nd to the 25 th (i.e. excluding the energy). 

Head and gaze . Head and gaze motion are obtained di-

ectly from the processing of the Kinect RGBD data by the

aceshift ®software and processed at 30 frames/s. We consider that

n expressive performance is obtained by adding expressive vi-

ual prosodic contours to the trajectories of a “neutral” perfor-

ance. Since motion has a linear representation, we obtain the vi-

ual prosody by simply aligning an expressive performance with its

eutral counterpart and computing the difference of the vectors. 

Facial expressions . Facial expressions are returned by the

aceshift software as blend shape values. We compute the differ-

ntial blendshape vectors, to which we apply Non-negative Matrix

actorization (NMF). We split these into two main groups: upper-

ace expressions (8 components) and lower-face expressions (8 com-

onents). 

.2. Feature stylization 

By stylization we mean the extraction of several values at spe-

ific locations from the feature trajectories with the main purpose

f simplifying the analysis process while maintaining a constant

umber of characteristics of the original contour for all structural

evels whatever the linguistic content. We propose the following

tylization methods: 
• audio : the audio feature contours are stylized by extracting 3

values: at 20%, 50% and 80% of the vocalic nucleus of each syl-

lable. 

• visual : the visual feature contours are stylized by extracting

contour values at 20%, 50% and 80% of the length of each sylla-

ble. 

• rhythm : the rhythm is represented by one parameter per sylla-

ble: the lengthening/shortening coefficient. 

We add virtual syllables to account for the pre- and post-

honatory movements for all visual components. As previously ob-

erved ( Graf et al., 2002 ), preparatory movements are discriminant

o a certain degree for specific emotion categories. We therefore

ntroduce two virtual syllables with a duration of 250 ms preceding

nd following each utterance. This duration was chosen because

reparatory blinking occurs within 250 ms of utterance beginning

n our dataset. Therefore, stylization of motion is also done for the

irtual syllables, by extracting motion contour values at 20%, 50%

nd 80% of the duration of each virtual syllable. 

.3. Blinking interval 

Another prosodic feature we mention in this work is the blink-

ng interval , defined as the time elapsed between consecutive

links. We extract blinks by thresholding the blendshapes corre-

ponding to eyelid lowering and then we compute the mean and

eviation values of the intervals per attitude. Fig. 2 illustrates the

linking strategies presented by the two actors. While this infor-

ation is useful for attitude characterization, this feature cannot

e stylized at syllable level and therefore cannot be used in dis-

riminant analysis at different structural levels. 

.4. Discriminant analysis 

Discriminant analysis between the 10 attitudes is performed

sing Fisher classification with 10-fold cross-validation. Speaker-

ependent and speaker-independent classification of attitudes 

ere performed at three structural levels for each feature sepa-

ately, for the concatenation of prosodic features and the concate-

ation of all audiovisual features: 
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Table 3 
Dimension and size for all features: F0, rhythm (Rth), energy (Enr), spectrum 
(Spec), head motion (Head), gaze motion (Gaze), upper-face blendshapes (Up) 
and lower-face blendshapes (Low). 

F0 Rth Enr Spec Head Gaze Up Low 

Dimension 1 1 1 24 6 2 8 8 
Frame size 1 – – 1 1 1 1 1 
Syllable size 3 1 1 3 3 3 3 3 
Sentence size 6 2 2 6 12 12 12 12 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3. Average F1-scores obtained for F0, rhythm, energy, spectrum, head mo- 
tion, gaze motion, upper-face expressions, lower-face expressions and concatenated 
prosodic features at: frame, syllable and sentence-level. The figures are shown for 
the male speaker (top), the female speaker (middle) and speaker-independent (bot- 
tom). Marked values represent mean F1-scores for sentence-level features. 
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• frame-level : a feature represents data extracted from each styl-

ization point 

• syllable-level : a feature represents the concatenation of the

frame-level features at each syllable, including virtual syllables

for the visual features 

• sentence-level : for audio, a feature represents the concatenation

of the syllable-level features from the first and last syllables for

a given sentence. For visual, we also concatenate the syllable-

level features from the two virtual syllables of that sentence.

Note that for sentences composed of one syllable, we perform

data duplication to obtain the desired feature dimension (see

Table 3 ). 

Results . We analyze our data using F1, a balanced measure

between precision and recall. For this, we compute the F1-score,

which represents the harmonic mean between precision and re-

call. We observe that in the case of prosodic features (F0, energy,

rhythm, head motion, gaze, facial expressions), the discrimination

rate increases as feature granularity increases (see Fig. 3 ). 

Higher scores at sentence-level indicate that order matters: the

overall shapes of the features within the sentences have better

discrimination power than local feature values. This is especially

for F0, head motion and gaze, where the average F1-score is in-

creased by more than 30% of the scores obtained for the frame-

and syllable-level. In the case of the concatenated prosodic feature,

the gain is smaller. This means that these features already contain

enough discriminant information at frame- and syllable-level. 

In the case of the spectrum, we observe a decrease in score

at sentence-level, showing that the overall shapes at this level

does not improve the discrimination of attitudes. The lowest scores

for sentence-level features are generally obtained for the speaker-

independent classification. F0, head motion, upper and lower-face

expressions decrease the most relative to speaker-dependent re-

sults, showing that these features manifest different strategies for

attitude expression. 

Table 4 presents the F1-scores for all features at sentence-

level. On average, high scores are obtained for the F0, head mo-

tion and facial expressions, while rhythm and energy show lower

discrimination scores. However, attitudes present different score

ranges showing that the speakers express audiovisual attitudes us-

ing different strategies. For example, Comforting, Fascinated and

Ironic show higher scores for the visual features, while Scandal-

ized shows higher audio features. In order to assess the perceptual

correlates of these features we carried out two perceptual tests on

recordings of the two actors. 

5. Experiments 

5.1. Perceptual tests 

We carried out two attitude recognition tests using recorded

data from the two speakers. The first test used audio and video

recordings of the two actors. For the second test, the stimuli were

obtained using an animation system, in which the recorded motion

is directly mapped to a realistic 3D model of the speaker and the

audio signal is represented by the original voice recordings. Both
ests were closed response set with a single choice. The user would

lay a video and answer the question: “What is the attitude of the

ctor in this example?” by checking one option from a list of 10

ttitudes. 

In the first perceptual test, subjects were asked to recognize

he attitudes from a total of 40 stimuli, representing audio and

ideo recordings for the two actors. The video modality also in-

luded sound. For each actor, the audio modality was presented

rst. The sentences presented were randomly picked such that any

wo consecutive stimuli present the different attitudes and differ-

nt utterances. A total of 20 French native speakers participated in

his experience. 

In the second perceptual test, each subject is asked to recognize

he attitudes of a set of 40 animations representing the two speak-

rs under two modalities: (1) full animation , where all recorded

otion is directly retargeted to a 3D model of the actor, (2) head-

nly animation , where only head motion is retargeted, while facial

xpressions are fixed. The areas of the 3D head model where ex-

ressions are fixed are highlighed by replacing the realistic texture

ith a matte, gray texture. In the head-only animation modality,

he eyes are represented as simple, black holes, thus maintaining

he appearance of a mask. These modalities are illustrated in Fig. 5 .

The stimuli are presented such that no two consecutive perfor-

ances contain identical attitudes, sentences or speakers. For one

est, random sentences are chosen from a subset of 6 sentences

uch that each attitude appears twice for each speaker. A total of
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Table 4 
F1-scores for the automatic classification. LDA classifiers are trained using sentence-level features over 10 attitudes: for the male speaker (a) and female speaker (b). Values 
in bold are greater than 0.6. 

(a) F1-score for the male speaker (b) F1-score for the female speaker 

F0 Rth Enr Spec Head Gaze Up Low All F0 Rth Enr Spec Head Gaze Up Low All 

Comforting 0.24 0.23 0.48 0.33 0.76 0.62 0.64 0.58 0.90 Comforting 0.38 0.29 0.23 0.60 0.64 0.45 0.50 0.71 0.88 
Tender 0.56 0.00 0.53 0.46 0.72 0.45 0.60 0.75 0.92 Tender 0.68 0.08 0.47 0.49 0.36 0.38 0.36 0.85 0.89 
Seductive 0.48 0.07 0.24 0.45 0.73 0.49 0.58 0.55 0.89 Seductive 0.47 0.10 0.26 0.31 0.76 0.34 0.64 0.69 0.89 
Fascinated 0.38 0.00 0.22 0.65 0.67 0.68 0.73 0.69 0.94 Fascinated 0.53 0.00 0.10 0.59 0.78 0.65 0.66 0.65 0.91 
Thinking 0.62 0.37 0.50 0.27 0.82 0.43 0.71 0.39 0.94 Thinking 0.51 0.26 0.21 0.41 0.73 0.35 0.71 0.54 0.93 
Doubtful 0.46 0.23 0.22 0.39 0.66 0.40 0.60 0.69 0.96 Doubtful 0.70 0.07 0.19 0.43 0.64 0.44 0.50 0.67 0.89 
Ironic 0.16 0.05 0.21 0.59 0.83 0.54 0.78 0.82 0.96 Ironic 0.30 0.00 0.16 0.39 0.42 0.31 0.32 0.62 0.83 
Scandalized 0.68 0.22 0.87 0.39 0.81 0.49 0.60 0.43 0.90 Scandalized 0.65 0.30 0.92 0.78 0.57 0.26 0.48 0.60 0.97 
Confronted 0.47 0.05 0.36 0.27 0.60 0.32 0.51 0.24 0.84 Confronted 0.68 0.04 0.41 0.68 0.63 0.50 0.51 0.90 0.99 
Embarrassed 0.43 0.21 0.68 0.87 0.82 0.73 0.73 0.83 0.99 Embarrassed 0.45 0.41 0.35 0.40 0.67 0.64 0.70 0.97 0.97 

Mean 0.44 0.15 0.43 0.49 0.74 0.53 0.66 0.58 0.91 Mean 0.55 0.16 0.32 0.45 0.64 0.45 0.55 0.71 0.90 

Fig. 4. Confusion matrices for the perceptual tests: top images correspond to the male speaker and bottom images correspond to the female speaker. From left to right, 
confusion matrices obtained on the tests containing: audio, head-only animation, full animation, video. In these figures, rows represent actual attitudes and columns represent 
the predictions made by the users. Lighter colors indicate higher values. 

Table 5 
F1-scores obtained in the perceptual tests, per modality and per actor. Values in bold are greater than 
0.6. 

CF TE SE FA TH DO IR SC CO EM Mean 

(a) F1-score for the male speaker. 
Audio 0.41 0.24 0.75 0.34 0.71 0.30 0.49 0.71 0.36 0.85 0.52 
Head 0.43 0.32 0.89 0.39 0.75 0.41 0.73 0.56 0.42 0.92 0.58 
Full 0.60 0.33 0.86 0.52 0.82 0.43 0.90 0.52 0.25 0.83 0.61 
Video 0.52 0.45 0.86 0.87 0.95 0.39 0.65 0.60 0.38 0.97 0.66 

(b) F1-score for the female speaker. 
Audio 0.54 0.48 0.70 0.29 0.60 0.21 0.36 0.71 0.34 0.52 0.48 
Head 0.56 0.35 0.70 0.33 0.55 0.34 0.33 0.72 0.33 0.80 0.50 
Full 0.58 0.41 0.54 0.58 0.75 0.26 0.48 0.61 0.34 0.68 0.52 
Video 0.77 0.59 0.92 0.82 0.80 0.36 0.70 0.53 0.33 0.89 0.67 
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6 French native speakers participated in this experience. The first

nline test can be found at 2 and the second online test can be

ound at. 3 

Results . The confusion matrices obtained for the perceptual

ests are illustrated in Fig. 4 and the F1-scores are presented in

able 5 . 

We observe an overall increase in recognition scores as more

nformation is presented to the subjects. The biggest increases are
2 http://www.barbulescu.fr/test _ audio _ video . 
3 http://www.barbulescu.fr/test _ attitudes . 

i  

c  

t

bserved between the Audio and Head-only animation for the male

ctor - especially the case for Ironic - and the Full animation and

ideo for the female actor - especially the case for the attitudes

omforting, Seductive, Ironic and Embarrassed. 

Overall, the best recognized attitudes are Seductive, Thinking,

candalized and Embarrassed, and lowest are Tender, Doubtful and

onfronted, for both speakers. The lowest recognition scores ap-

ear because of a high confusion between Tender and Comfort-

ng, between Confronted and Scandalized, and an interchangeable

onfusion between Doubtful and Confronted. This happens because

he attitudes in each pair are close in terms of expressive content. 

http://www.barbulescu.fr/test_audio_video
http://www.barbulescu.fr/test_attitudes
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Table 6 
F1-scores obtained for LDA scores vs. perceptual tests, per modality and per actor. Values in bold are 
greater than 0.6. 

CF TE SE FA TH DO IR SC CO EM Mean 

(a) F1-score for the male speaker. 
Mod1 0.13 0.32 0.59 0.30 0.62 0.30 0.37 0.71 0.20 0.61 0.41 
Mod2 0.43 0.32 0.70 0.39 0.75 0.41 0.73 0.56 0.38 0.77 0.54 
Mod3 0.60 0.33 0.86 0.54 0.82 0.43 0.90 0.52 0.22 0.83 0.61 
Mod4 0.52 0.45 0.86 0.76 0.95 0.39 0.65 0.60 0.33 0.97 0.65 

(b) F1-score for the female speaker. 
Mod1 0.31 0.47 0.24 0.17 0.38 0.24 0.30 0.71 0.34 0.52 0.37 
Mod2 0.52 0.31 0.67 0.33 0.29 0.34 0.28 0.67 0.40 0.67 0.45 
Mod3 0.58 0.41 0.54 0.53 0.71 0.26 0.48 0.61 0.34 0.68 0.51 
Mod4 0.77 0.59 0.92 0.73 0.74 0.36 0.70 0.53 0.33 0.89 0.66 

Fig. 5. Corresponding frames for the two speakers extracted from performances of 
the attitude Comforting, in three modalities: head-only animation, full animation 
and video. 
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5.2. Comparison between subjective and objective scores 

In order to compare the discrimination scores obtained by au-

tomatic classification and the perceptual test results, we trained

separate LDA classifiers for the two speakers. Data was partitioned

into training and testing such that the testing sentences coincide

with the ones used in the perceptual test. 

After obtaining objective classification results, we are inter-

ested in measuring the recognition rates when we consider the

classification choices as ground truth data. For this, we com-

pute the confusion matrix where LDA results are predictors and

perceptual results are predictions. We test the LDA classifiers

on the same sentence that was assessed by the subject of the

perceptual test. We are particularly interested in the scores ob-

tained at sentence-level by the concatenation of prosodic features

which account for the maximum information that was displayed

in the perceptual tests. We therefore define the following feature

combinations: 

• Mod1 = concatenation of all acoustic prosodic features (F0, en-

ergy, rhythm), accounting for the Audio modality in the percep-

tual test 

• Mod2 = concatenation of all acoustic prosodic features and

head motion, accounting for the Head-only animation modality

in the perceptual test 

• Mod3 = concatenation of all prosodic features, accounting for

the Full animation modality in the perceptual test 

• Mod4 = concatenation of all prosodic features, accounting for

the Video modality in the perceptual test 

Table 6 presents the F1-scores obtained when we compute the

confusion matrices between classification scores for these combi-
ations of features and the perceptual scores for their respective

odality. 

In comparison to the scores presented in Table 5 , we observe

enerally smaller scores for the Audio and Head-only animation

odality, and very similar scores for Full animation and Video . In

he case of Audio , smaller scores are obtained for attitudes such

s Comforting and Seductive, which are performed with specific

oice quality ranges. On the other hand Scandalized, which relies

n high energy scores, obtains similar scores in all measurements.

his shows, that for subtler attitudes, the classification can be im-

roved by fusing a frame-level classifier for segmental features,

uch as spectrum. The degradation in scores for Head-only anima-

ion , can also be attributed to the contribution of acoustic informa-

ion, since the same attitudes are affected. 

We observe a certain variability in terms of speaker-dependent

trategies and also in attitude-specific strategies. For example, Fas-

inated obtains low scores in audio modality and higher scores as

ore visual information is added, while Scandalized scores high in

udio modality and lower as visual information is introduced, due

o similarities in visual features with Confronted. For this reason,

rosodic features bring different contributions to the perception of

ramatic attitudes. This contribution depends both on the attitude

tself, but also on the individual strategies of performing. 

Interrater agreement . For an in-depth look at the relation-

hip between individual features and perceptual results, we eval-

ate the agreement between the LDA classification and percep-

ual raters. For this, we compute Cohen’s kappa coefficient ( Cohen,

960 ) for the confusion matrix obtained by considering LDA results

s predictors and subjective results as predictions. The advantage

f using this measure is that we are able to compare attitude scor-

ng between raters, by looking at similarities between correctly or

ncorrectly classified items. The calculation of the kappa coefficient

s based on the difference between how much agreement is actu-

lly present compared to how much agreement would be expected

y chance alone. A perfect agreement yields the value k = 1 , while

 chance agreement yields the value k = 0 . 

We compute the coefficient on pairs of raters, specifically be-

ween each individual rater for the perceptual test and the average

DA rater at frame, syllable and sentence-level. For each pair of

aters we test the LDA classifiers on the same sentence that was

ssessed by the subject of the perceptual test. We perform LDA

lassification for the following features: F0, concatenated audio,

ead, gaze, upper-face blendshapes, lower-face blendshapes, con-

atenated head and audio feature, concatenated audiovisual fea-

ure. Fig. 6 presents the coefficients obtained per actor, per feature

nd per modality. 

Our results show that the values of the agreement coeffi-

ient increase as granularity increases. This demonstrates a bet-

er agreement between our objective scores for sentence-level

eatures and the perceptual scores. For the sentence-level scores,

he interrater agreement values obtained range from fair to sub-
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Fig. 6. Cohen’s kappa agreement values for the male speaker (left) and the female speaker (right). From top to bottom, kappa scores obtained for the modalities: audio, 
head-only animation, full animation and video. 
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tantial (0.21 ≤ k ≤ 0.62), generally with higher agreement for the

ale actor. 

Overall, we observe a higher agreement for head and con-

atenated head and audio feature for the male actor and higher

greement for F0 for the female actor. Generally, the agreement

ncreases for all features as more information is used in the per-

eptual tests. A significant increase appears for the female actor for

he visual features, as the video modality is used. The lower values

or the full animation modality imply that discriminative informa-

ion - such as subtle expressions and texture - is lost with the us-
 d  
ge of 3D animation. However, the usage of Head-only animation

hows a significant increase for head and concatenated head and

udio feature for the female actor also. 

. Conclusion 

In this work, we analyzed audiovisual speech utterances with

imilar content (sentences) in different styles (dramatic attitudes).

e found that the expression of dramatic attitudes is speaker-

ependent. In a series of experiments, we found that LDA classi-
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fiers trained on speaker-dependent data outperform the classifiers

trained on data recorded from both speakers. 

We also found that LDA classifiers trained on sentence-level

features outperform the classifiers trained on either frame-level

or syllable-level features. This means that taking temporal con-

text into account improves the attitude classification performance

for prosodic features. The improvement is more significant for F0,

head motion and gaze. This is also confirmed by the results of per-

ceptual tests, which show a higher agreement with classification

scores obtained for sentence-level features. 

In these experiments, we noticed that the speakers use different

strategies in the expression of attitudes. The objective evaluation

tests show that the male speaker presents higher discrimination

rates for the energy, head, gaze and upper-face expressions while

the female speaker presents higher scores for the F0 and lower-

face expressions. Through perceptual tests, we also proved the ef-

fective usage of head motion by the male actor. 

Our results show that the studied prosodic features contribute

differently to the perceptual discrimination of dramatic attitudes.

Future work may include a more in-depth study of the relation-

ship between individual prosodic features and perceptual discrimi-

nation of attitudes for a higher number of actors. Animated stimuli

can still be valuable as they allow control the amount of visual in-

formation provided in a perceptual test. 
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